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On 14 April, CPI Property Group (Baa2 negative) announced that it requested the convening
of an extraordinary general meeting to decide on abolishing the 15% voting cap applicable
to major shareholders of real estate company S-IMMO AG, such as CPI and IMMOFINANZ
AG. If the resolution is approved, CPI would have a controlling interest in S-IMMO and
would launch a mandatory cash offer to acquire all the shares in S-IMMO, that CPI or
IMMOFINANZ do not already own. CPI and IMMOFINANZ have a combined 42.6% holding
in S-IMMO. CPI holds a 16.1% direct stake and another 26.5% stake indirectly through its
54.9% shareholding in IMMOFINANZ. The total value of the offer would be around €931
million1 and CPI expects to complete the transaction in the third or fourth quarter of 2022.
The transaction would initially be credit negative for CPI because it would narrow its already
limited financial capacity under its current rating category, reflected in the negative outlook.
CPI's appetite for mergers and acquisitions and the resulting susceptibility to event risk also
remain a governance concern that weighs on the company's credit quality.
On a proportional consolidation basis for CPI's stakes in IMMOFINANZ and S-IMMO,
assuming offer acceptance levels of 30%-50% leading to an effective shareholding of
61%-72%, leverage would remain high for the current rating, with Moody’s adjusted debt to
assets above 45% and Moody's adjusted net debt/EBITDA around 13x over the next 12-18
months. CPI's fixed charge coverage ratio would remain weak over the same period at below
3.0x.
To protect its capital structure, CPI has signed since August 2021 disposals of around €900
million, out of a total €1 billion pipeline, ahead of targeted completion in the second half of
2022 and achieved at prices at or above book value. Depending on the final amount of SIMMO shares being tendered, we understand CPI would contemplate additional disposals of
at least €300 million up to around €900 million on a standalone basis to protect its capital
structure and return leverage to levels more commensurate with the Baa2 rating. On a
combined basis, CPI's leverage could also benefit from further disposals and high existing
cash balances in tandem with around €1.6 billion of debt repayments in 2022.
If successfully concluded in the next six to nine months, CPI's takeover of S-IMMO would
create a much larger company backed by a property portfolio of around €19.7 billion pro
forma for the end of September 2021. The combined entity would also benefit from a strong
overlap in terms of cities, asset classes, the good quality of the properties and the solid credit
standing of the tenants, which would strengthen CPI's already strong market position in CEE
and offer operational synergies (see Exhibits 1 and 2).
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Exhibit 1

Exhibit 2

Theoretical* combined property portfolio value by segment

Theoretical* combined property portfolio value by location

As of 30 September 2021, assuming the takeover is successful
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In terms of financial strength, the combined company would likely benefit from IMMOFINANZ and S-IMMO's modest net loan-tovalue (LTV) ratios, which are both below 35%2 and therefore commensurate with CPI's long-term financial policy of maintaining a net
LTV below 40%. CPI had a net LTV of around 36% at the end of 2021, its lowest level since 2017. Financial synergies are also likely
given CPI's good access to debt capital markets.
We do not expect the transaction to significantly weaken CPI's credit metrics contemplated in our forward view for the next 12-18
months, and it could enhance its business over time. The impact on CPI’s business will ultimately depend on the operational integration
of those entities within a large, more diversified company, as opposed to CPI acquiring and maintaining sizeable indirect real estate
holdings, from which it is more difficult to extract value and cash because of the existence of meaningful minorities. CPI's ability to
retain its current credit quality will largely rely on seamless execution of its business and disposals plan as well as potential capital
structure measures over the next six to nine months. Weakening investor sentiment amid geopolitical tensions and tightening financial
markets are the main risks to the company's plans.
CPI has put a second €1.25 billion committed bridge facility in place as a liquidity backstop to support the planned takeover. Potential
liquidity risks arising from change of control clauses in S-IMMO’s financing arrangements are mitigated by S-IMMO's solid liquidity,
with around €840 million3 cash and equivalents and around €213 million of unencumbered properties.
The planned takeover offer would have no minimum acceptance threshold and would not be subject to any conditions. The transaction
would be subject to antitrust clearance in several countries.

Endnotes
1 Based on a minimum share price of €22.
2 Pro forma as of third-quarter 2021 for the convertible bond turned into IMMOFINANZ shares in January 2022, as well as the cash proceeds from S-IMMO's
sale of its stake in IMMOFINANZ.
3 Including cash from selling IMMOFINANZ shares to CPI at €23 per share.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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